We investigated, using quasi-elastic and inelastic neutron scattering, the slow single-particle dynamics of water confined in laboratory synthesized nanoporous silica matrices, MCM-41-S, with pore diameters ranging from 10 to 18Å. Inside the pores of these matrices, the freezing process of water is strongly inhibited down to 160 K. We analysed the quasi-elastic part of the neutron scattering spectra with a relaxing-cage model and determined the temperature and pressure dependence of the Q-dependent translational relaxation time and its stretch exponent β for the time dependence of the self-intermediate scattering function. The calculated Q-independent average translational relaxation time shows a fragile-to-strong (FS) dynamic crossover for pressures lower than 1600 bar. Above this pressure, it is no longer possible to discern the characteristic feature of the FS crossover. Identification of this end point with the predicted second low-temperature critical point of water is discussed. A subsequent inelastic neutron scattering investigation of the librational band of water indicates that this FS dynamic crossover is associated with a structural change of the hydrogen-bond cage surrounding a typical water molecule from a denser liquid-like configuration to a less-dense ice-like open structure.
Introduction
Glass is an amorphous solid form of matter that results when a fluid is supercooled or compressed in such a way that it bypasses crystallization. Many types of materials are capable of glass formation, such as molecular liquids, polymers, metal alloys and molten salts. Given such diversity of materials, a general scheme, by which different glass-forming materials can be systematically classified according to their relaxational behaviours, is useful. One such scheme is the classification of glass-formers according to their 'fragility'. Fragility measures the rate with which transport properties of a liquid, such as structural relaxation time, viscosity or the inverse self-diffusion constant, change as the glassy state is approached from the liquid side by lowering temperature.
By convention, the glass transition temperature T g is where the viscosity η reaches a value of 10 12 Pa s or the structural relaxation time τ T reaches an order of 100 s. The approach to this large η or τ T , however, differs from one liquid to another. When displayed in an Arrhenius plot of log η (or log τ T ) versus inverse temperature 1/T , some liquids (such as silica) show a steady, linear increase, while others display a much steeper dependence on 1/T (such as o-terphenyl). The former are called 'strong' liquids, and the latter, 'fragile' liquids. Thus, the glassy liquid is called 'fragile' when its viscosity or relaxation time varies according to super-Arrhenius law, such as the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) law:
DT 0 /(T −T 0 ) (1) where T 0 is the temperature of apparent divergence of the relaxation time (or sometime called Kauzmann temperature); the magnitude of D gives the degree of fragility; and τ 1 is a prefactor related to microscopic vibrational relaxation time inside the cage forming by neighbours in the liquid state. The liquid is called 'strong' when the viscosity or relaxation time obeys Arrhenius law: (2) where E A is the energy barrier for the relaxation process and R the gas constant [1] .
For water, which is a fragile liquid at room temperature and at moderately supercooled temperatures, Angell and co-workers [2] proposed that a 'fragile-to-strong' (FS) transition would occur at around 228 K at ambient pressure, based on a thermodynamic argument. But supercooled water nucleates into hexagonal ice at and below T H = 235 K, so this transition lies in an inaccessible region of temperatures and it has not been observed directly so far [3] . By containing water in the small cylindrical pores (pore size 18Å) of MCM-41-S, we were able to circumvent the homogenous nucleation process and supercool water down to 160 K.
The interest of the scientific community in the properties of water confined in nanoporous matrices at supercooled temperatures has a twofold basis. On the one hand, confining water in nanometric cavities allows us to study water in deeply supercooled states. This temperature range is of fundamental importance to the science of water. At ambient pressure, bulk liquid water shows an anomalous increase of thermodynamic quantities and an apparent divergent behaviour of transport properties, on approaching the singular temperature T c = 228 K [4] , which lies below T H . Thus, there is a lack of experimental data in this temperature range, which hampers the verification or the rejection of the different physical pictures proposed to explain the origin of the anomalous behaviour of water. On the other hand, in many real life systems water is not in its bulk form but is located near surfaces or contained in small cavities. This is the case, for example, for water in rocks, in polymer gels, and in biological membranes [5] . In addition, the properties of water in porous silica glasses, such as Vycor, and silica gel, are relevant in catalytic and separation processes. The above two lines of interest are obviously closely related, as the clarification of the fundamental properties of water is likely to be the key to understanding the behaviour of many real systems. For example, in the case of enzymatic activity of protein, it has been found that the onset of protein activities is strongly correlated to the onset of orientational fluctuations that initiate structural rearrangements within the transient H-bond water network surrounding the protein [6, 7] . Therefore, the study of the dynamics of water confined in nanopores as a function of temperature and pressure is relevant in understanding important effects in systems of interest in biology, chemistry, and geophysics [8, 9] .
Due to the facts mentioned above, both the structure and dynamics of water in confined geometries have been widely studied using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and different experimental techniques. MD simulations of the extended simple point charge (SPC/E) model of bulk water have furnished relevant results for understanding the dynamics of supercooled water [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . From the analysis of these results, the relaxing-cage models (RCMs) for the translational and rotational dynamics of water at supercooled temperatures have been developed [10, 11] . In addition to this, MD simulations of SPC/E water confined in silica nanopores have been carried out as well [15, 16] . The interaction between the hydrophilic surface and the water molecules has noticeable effects on the structure of the first and second layer of water near the pore surface [17] . As far as the dynamics is concerned, when confined near hydrophilic surfaces, water molecules are in the glassy state. In general, the water molecules show a dynamics similar to that of supercooled water [15, 16] at a lower equivalent temperature of some 30
• [6, 18] . Experimentally, the structural properties of water at supercooled temperatures [19] and in confinement [20] have been studied extensively using x-ray and neutron diffraction. On the other hand, the relaxational dynamics of water confined in mesoporous matrices have been studied using dielectric spectroscopy [3, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and different nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) and inelastic neutron scattering (INS) techniques offer many advantages for the study of the single particle dynamics of water. The main reason is that the total scattering cross section of hydrogen is much larger than that of atoms in silica, composed of oxygen and silicon. Furthermore, the neutron scattering of hydrogen atoms is mostly incoherent so that QENS spectra reflect, essentially, the self-dynamics of the hydrogen atoms in water. By combining this dominant cross section of hydrogen atoms with the use of spectrometers having different energy resolutions, we can study the self-dynamics of water in a wide range of time-scale, encompassing picosecond to tens of nanoseconds. In addition, by investigating different Q values (Q being the magnitude of the exchanged wavevector) in the range from 0.2Å −1 Q 2.00Å −1 , the spatial characteristics of water dynamics can be investigated at a molecular level. The experimentally determined double differential scattering cross section is directly related to the self-dynamic structure factor, S H (Q, ω), which is the Fourier transform of the self-intermediate scattering function (ISF), F H (Q, t), of the hydrogen atom in a water molecule. This connection facilitates the interpretation of the scattering data and allows a direct comparison with theory and with the data from MD simulations. This paper presents a systematic investigation of temperature and pressure dependences of dynamics of water inside nanoporous silica materials. The temperature range covers from room temperature down to deeply supercooled states, and the pressure ranges from ambient to 2400 bar. QENS data collected are analysed according to a single consistent model RCM, which is valid for bulk as well as confined water as was shown by MD simulation [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Preparation and characterization of the samples
Micellar templated mesoporous silica matrices MCM-41-S have 1D cylindrical pores arranged in 2D hexagonal arrays. Similar to synthesizing MCM-48-S [30] , to make the mesoporous materials together with short surfactant (C 12 TMAB), we employed small quaternary ammonium ions, TEAOH, to separately develop a zeolitic nanocluster as the silica precursor. In this way, we will get MCM-41-S with smaller pore sizes and stronger silica walls than traditional ways [31, 32] 7 . Initially, sodium aluminate, sodium hydroxide, and tetraethylammonium hydroxide (20 wt% aqueous solution) were mixed in a vessel. Then the fumed silica was added into the above mixture and the whole system was stirred for 4 h. The solution was transferred to autoclaves and heated at 100
• C for 18 h, yielding zeolite precursors. A mixture of C 12 TMAB or C 10 TMAB and deionized water was added into the zeolite precursors. The resulting mixture was transferred to autoclaves, and again heated at 120-150
• C in an oven. After 18-48 h of crystallization, the solid product was filtered, washed with water, and dried at 60
• C in air for 2 h. Calcination of the sample was carried out at 580
• C for 6 h in air to remove the templates. (The molar ratio of reactants is NaAlO 2 :SiO 2 :NaOH:TEAOH:C 12 TMAB:H 2 O = 1:37-60:1.5-9:11-22:18.3:3000-3500).
The synthesized samples were characterized using x-ray powder diffraction (XRD), nitrogen adsorption-desorption, and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
XRD were acquired with a Scintag X1 diffractometer, using Cu Kα (40 kV, 30 mA, λ = 0.154 nm). The XRD patterns of the samples show that the MCM-41-S had hexagonal (P6mm) symmetry, as shown in figure 1. All the samples exhibited high hydrothermal stability.
The melting/freezing behaviour of water in the samples (fully hydrated) was checked by DSC measurements (TA Instrument 5100 control system and a LT-Modulate DSC 2920) (figure 2). According to the Gibbs-Thomson equation, the melting point of a small crystal is proportional to the crystal size, which, in this case, is equal to the pore size of the material. Thus, one expects that the liquid state of water would persist to very low temperature if the pore size can be decreased further. In figure 2 , the DSC curve shows the melting points which are specified by the temperatures at the positions of the inverted peaks. For samples with pore size 19Å, we do see a small peak near 0
• C which is due to the water outside the nanochannel(unconfined). For samples having pore sizes 18Å, we do not see any abrupt melting transition near 0
• C, indicating that there is no water residing outside the channel. But, we seem to see a gradual change of enthalpy from −100 to −50
• C. This could be due to some second-order transition or glass transition.
In the region of small angles (2θ = 1.5-8), the Brunaumer-Emmet-Teller (BET) surface area, pore size and pore volume were determined using nitrogen adsorption-desorption at 77 K (Micromeritics ASAP 2010 sorptometer at 77 K) (figure 3). The obtained values are reported in table 1. On all the curves, one can see a sharp rise of the adsorption at vapour pressure near zero which can give the surface area by fitting to a BET adsorption isotherm. The sharp rise at intermediate pressure is due to capillary condensation into the mesopore. The smaller the pore size is, the lower the pressure at which this condensation would occur. And the sharper this capillary rise is, the narrower pore size distribution one has. There is a gradual decrease of pore size from top to bottom curves. The pore sizes are determined by the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method, which is based on equilibrium capillary thermodynamics. 
QENS and INS experiments
High-resolution QENS experiments were used to detect the dynamic transition in water by directly measuring the average translational relaxation time, τ T , of water molecules in the temperature range from 325 K down to deeply supercooled temperature, 160 K under pressure. Two QENS spectrometers in NIST Center for Neutron Research (NIST NCNR) were used: a disc-chopper time-of-flight spectrometer (DCS) and a high-flux backscattering spectrometer (HFBS). For the DCS [33] , the incident neutron wavelength was 9.0Å and the Gaussian energy resolution function had a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ∼20 μeV and a dynamic range of ±0.5 meV. For the HFBS [34] , we chose the high-resolution configuration, corresponding to a resolution function with FWHM of ∼0.8 μeV and an energy window of ±11 μeV. Combination of results from the above two spectrometers enables us to cover the relaxation time range from 1 ps at high temperatures to 10 ns at the lowest temperature. The resulting range of elastic wavevector Q was from 0.25 to 1.75Å −1 , and from 0.07 to 1.30Å −1 , in the case of the DCS and HFBS, respectively. The spectra were corrected for scattering from the sample holder, standardized using results from a vanadium run, and converted to the differential scattering cross section using standard routines available at NIST. INS measurements of the librational band of water were carried out at the high-resolution medium-energy chopper spectrometer (HRMECS) of the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source at Argonne National Laboratory (IPNS ANL), with 150 meV incident energy and an energy window 0-130 meV [35] .
For both QENS and INS, we used a high-pressure system, including a specially designed aluminium pressure cell, to apply pressure to the samples. Helium gas was used as the pressuretransmitting medium. The gas was supplied through a small capillary tube from the pressure system to the hydrated sample. The experiment at each pressure was done with a series of temperatures, covering both below and above the crossover temperature. Altogether, over 1100 QENS spectra and over 30 INS spectra were collected, spanning ten pressures: ambient, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1200, 1400, 1600, 2000, and 2400 bars.
Relaxing-cage model (RCM) for the incoherent intermediate scattering function
During the past several years, we have developed the relaxing-cage model (RCM) for the description of translational and rotational dynamics of water at supercooled temperatures. These models have been tested with MD simulations of SPC/E water, and have been used to analyse QENS data [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . The experimentally determined double differential scattering cross section d 2 σ/d dω is proportional to the self-dynamic structure factor of hydrogen atoms S H (Q, ω) through the following relation:
where E =hω, the energy exchanged by the neutron to the sample; d , the solid angle into which the neutron is scattered; N, the number of scattering centres in the scattering volume; k f , the scattered wavevector; k i , the incident wavevector; and σ H , the incoherent scattering cross section of a hydrogen atom. The dynamic structure factor, S H (Q, ω), is the Fourier transform of the self-intermediate scattering function (ISF) of hydrogen atoms,
F H (Q, t) is, then, the primary quantity of theoretical interest related to experiments. It can be calculated by a model, such as the RCM, and a molecular dynamics simulation of a phenomenological model of water.
For QENS data analysis purposes, the full dynamics of bulk or confined water should include both the translational and the rotational motion of a rigid water molecule. Given the fact that in the process of QENS data analysis, we only focus our attention on the ISF with Q 1.1Å −1 , we can safely neglect the contribution of rotational motion to the total dynamics [41] , which means that
On lowering the temperature below the freezing point, around a given water molecule there is a tendency to form a hydrogen-bonded, tetrahedrally coordinated first and second neighbour shell (cage). At short times, less than 0.05 ps, the centre of mass of a water molecule performs vibrations inside the cage. At long times, longer than 1.0 ps, the cage eventually relaxes and the trapped particle can migrate through the rearrangement of a large number of particles surrounding it. Therefore, there is a strong coupling between the single particle motion and the density fluctuations of the fluid. This physical picture is the so-called relaxing-cage model.
The RCM assumes that the translational short-time dynamics of the trapped water molecule can be treated approximately as the motion of the centre of mass in an isotropic harmonic potential well, provided by the mean field of its neighbours. We can, then, write the shorttime part of the translational ISF in a Gaussian approximation, connecting it to the velocity auto-correlation function, v CM (t) · v CM (0) , in the following way:
Since the translational density of states, Z T (ω), is the Fourier transform of the normalized centre of mass velocity auto-correlation function, one can express the mean squared deviation, r 2 CM (t) , as follows:
where
is the average centre of mass square velocity, and M is the mass of a water molecule.
Experiments and MD results show that the translational harmonic motion of a water molecule in the cage gives rise to two peaks in Z T (ω) at about 10 and 30 meV, respectively [42] . Thus, the following Gaussian functional form is used to represent approximately the translational part of the density of states:
Moreover, the fit of MD results using equation (7) gives C = 0.44, ω 1 = 10.8 THz, and ω 2 = 42.0 THz. Using equations (5)- (7), we finally get an explicit expression for F s T (Q, t):
Equation (8) is the short-time behaviour of the translational ISF. It starts from unity at t = 0 and decays rapidly to a flat plateau determined by an incoherent Debye-Waller factor A(Q), given by
Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the average translational relaxation time, τ T , and the average first-and second-order rotational correlation times, τ R 1 and τ R 2 respectively, as extracted from SPC/E bulk water MD data. It should be noted that, at the given temperature,
The fitting curves, solid lines and dotted lines, show that for T far above T 0 , both the VFT law and critical law agree well with simulation data. However, as one approaches T 0 , their difference begins to become apparent.
where a is the root mean square vibrational amplitude of the water molecules in the cage, in which the particle is constrained during its short-time movements. According to MD simulations, a ≈ 0.5Å is fairly temperature independent [12] . On the other hand, the cage relaxation at long times can be described by the standard α-relaxation model, according to the mode-coupling theory (MCT), with a stretched exponential having a structural relaxation time τ T and a stretch exponent β. Therefore, the translational ISF, valid for the entire time range, can be written as a product of the short-time part and a long-time part:
The fit of the MD generated F T (Q, t) using equation (10) shows that τ T is Q-dependent, obeying the power law
where γ is 2, with a slight dependency on Q, and β < 1 is slightly Q-dependent as well. In the Q → 0 limit, one should approach the diffusion limit, where γ → 2 and β → 1. Thus the translational ISF can be written as
In QENS experiments, this low-Q limit is not usually reached, and both β and γ can be considered Q-independent in the limited Q-range of 0-1 [38, 39] . Figure 4 shows that the average translational relaxation time from MD simulation with the SPC/E model, τ T = (τ 0 /β) (1/β), obeys both the VFT law and the critical law. It is well known that the diffusion coefficient of bulk water follows a critical behaviour [4] . In our case, at low temperature, we cannot extract the diffusion coefficient from the average translational relaxation time, τ T , because it is not Q 2 -dependent. The obtained data follow the critical law, which is in accordance with the reported temperature dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient for SPC/E water [13] : D ∼ (T /198.7 − 1) 2.73 . Both D and τ T follow a critical law in temperature, with similar T c . Since the SPC/E water temperature of maximum density is T = 250 K, there is a 27 K offset between the real and computer temperature. Therefore, the critical temperature obtained by MD simulations in this case corresponds to T ≈ 225 K in real water. Meanwhile, the VFT law shows a good fit to the MD generated τ T as well. The VFT law is a way to fit relaxation times close to the glass transition point. In the VFT law, equation (1), T 0 is an ideal glass transition temperature. It is shown in figure 4 that T 0 = 172.5 K, corresponding to 200 K in bulk water.
Similarly derived τ R 1 and τ R 2 , which are the first-order and second-order rotational correlation functions, are also shown in figure 4 with the critical law fit and VFT law fit. Since our QENS data analysis only takes into account the translational ISF, we do not show how to theoretically calculate the rotational correlation functions. However, details can be found in [40] .
Combining equations (3), (8), and (10), we can calculate the theoretical value of S H (Q, ω) and compare it directly with its experimental value.
Data analysis
When we use the RCM to analyse spectra from QENS experiments, we usually observe an additional presence of a pronounced elastic component superimposed on the top of quasielastic broadening [40] . The presence of this elastic component is clearly detectable at most temperatures and Qs, even with the broader resolution of the DCS.
Defining the magnitude of the wavevector transfer, Q, corresponding to the scattering angle θ at the elastic channel as Q 0 = 4π sin(θ/2) /λ, we can analyse the experimental data according to the following model:
where p is the fraction of the elastic component,
is the ISF of hydrogen atoms which defines the quasielastic scattering, and R(Q 0 , t) is the Fourier transform of the experimental resolution function, R(Q 0 , ω). Taking the weight of the elastic component as a fitting parameter, we obtain the temperature-dependent values for p. However, in this way we were trying to evaluate contributions from: (i) the hydrogen atoms of surface silanol groups; (ii) the water molecules interacting strongly with surface silanol groups; (iii) and some of the very slowly moving bulk water molecules near the surface.
(i) The elastic contribution is mainly due to the scattering of hydrogen atoms in surface silanol (Si-O-H) groups [17] . The dangling O and H atoms of water molecules are connected to the surface Si atom to form a silanol group. In a silanol group, the H atom is not fixed, but is constrained to move in a circle on the surface to keep the O-H bond length and the Si-O-H angle constant.
(ii) It is known that for the hydroxylated silica surface, surface solvent hydrogen bonding is stronger than interactions in the bulk solvent, with the nearest solvent layer interacting specifically with up to three surface hydroxyl groups.
(iii) As the temperature decreases, the dynamics of water slows down markedly, and as a result, it is more difficult to resolve the quasielastic component even by the highest resolution QENS spectrometer. The bulk of the fluctuations are so slow that they could be seen as immobile by the QENS spectrometers and contributing to the elastic component at very low temperatures. So that the elastic contribution increases as the temperature decreases.
For temperatures lower than 270 K, the fraction of the elastic component seems to increase, whereas for T 270 K a plateau is reached. The fast increase on lowering the temperature is obviously connected to the slowing down of water dynamics. In the meantime, the plateau value is then the scattering due to the hydrogen atoms of surface silanol groups, without the contribution of bulk water and the water molecules interacting strongly with surface silanol groups. The surface silanol groups are so well organized and strong that they may be seen as temperature independent. For this reason, to obtain consistent results and only take into account the contribution from the surface silanol groups as the elastic component, we have fixed p to its plateau value at high temperatures [40] , listed in table 1, when analysing the data from different spectrometers.
The quasielastic broadening has been analysed according to the RCM as described in the previous section.
F H (Q, t) is described in terms of seven parameters (from equations (3), (8) , (10), (11) , and (12)): C, ω 1 , ω 2 , τ 0 , γ , β, and p. Three of them are related to the short-time dynamics, namely C, ω 1 , and ω 2 . The short-time dynamics is not strongly temperature dependent, according to MD simulation results. On the other hand, the quasielastic broadening is mostly determined by the long-time dynamics. Therefore, the values of C, ω 1 , and ω 2 were fixed according to the MD simulation results [40] , which were tested by the experimental results from INS with a satisfactory agreement [10, 11] .
The remaining four parameters, namely p, τ 0 , γ , and β, could then be determined from the analysis of a group of low-Q QENS spectra. We report the results of our analysis with the values of p fixed to their plateau values.
We show in figure 5 , as an example, two sets (temperature series) of QENS areanormalized spectra taken at the HFBS and DCS spectrometers. As can be seen, RCM analysis agrees well with experimental spectra in all investigated cases. It is remarkable that using four parameters we were able to reproduce the data from nine (DCS), and seven (HFBS) constant angle spectra. On the other hand, it is clearly shown in the figure that the quasielastic broadening is strongly temperature dependent. The width of the peak is (11)) for water confined in MCM-41-S-14 and water confined in Vycor glass with 50Å pore size, which is closer to bulk water. The latter is taken by using equation (11) to fit the data in [18] . It is seen that the two sets of data agree with each other within the experimental error in the region of temperatures where they overlap. The only difference in the two cases is the limit to which water can be supercooled without freezing.
progressively sharpened as the temperature is lowered. Thus for T 240 K, the 0.8 μeV resolution of the HFBS is necessary to obtain useful data.
It is likely that the water confined in a capillary, only a few molecular diameters wide, has physical properties different from those of bulk water. In particular, its structure is significantly affected by the shell formation and the hydrogen bonding in the outer layer (the outer layer means the layer approximately 5Å close to the surface). However, the main features of the RCM are the separation of the short-time and long-time dynamics and the generalization to a stretched exponential relaxation behaviour at long times, represented by the α-relaxation. The short-time dynamics is calculated according to the harmonic approximation, taking into account the experimentally observed structure in the density of states of hydrogen atoms both in bulk water and in confined water in Vycor glass [11, 12, 15] . The use of a stretched exponential relaxation function at long times accounts for the experimentally observed α-relaxation in supercooled bulk water and water in Vycor glass [42] . In fact, MD simulation of water confined in 40Å radius Vycor pores clearly shows the existence of a two-step relaxation, namely a shorttime β-relaxation followed by a long-time α-relaxation [15, 16] . Therefore, the main features of the RCM model should be applicable to water confined in nanoporous matrices as well as in bulk supercooled water.
Experimentally, we show in figure 6 a comparison of water confined in two systems. One is MCM-41-S-14 with 14Å pore diameter, and the other one is a Vycor glass with 50Å pore diameter, closer to bulk water. The latter is taken by using equations (10) and (11) to fit the data in [18] . We can only compare τ 0 , instead of τ T , because the Q-ranges covered in the two experiments are different. It is seen that the two sets of data agree with each other well within the experimental error in the overlapping region of the temperatures. The only difference between the two cases is the limit to which water can be supercooled without freezing. The conclusion here is that as far as the relaxation times in the picosecond and nanosecond range are concerned, the difference between the confined water in nanopores and bulk-like water in Vycor is not detectable. 
Results
The fitting of the data allowed us to extract parameters describing the translational dynamics of water, and calculate the average translational relaxation time, τ T , which will show the FS crossover phenomenon, and that is the central result of this paper. Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the average translational relaxation times,
where is the gamma function, and τ 0 and β are the characteristic relaxation time and the stretch exponent of the translational dynamics, respectively. The resultant τ T has been fitted to a VFT law, for T 230 K, obtaining parameters, D, T 0 , and τ 1 , for different pore sizes at ambient pressure (listed in table 2). A critical law, which is usually used for bulk supercooled water, would fit the data above 240 K, but deviates from the data below 240 K [43] . At T 225 K, there is a sudden change in the slope of the 1/T -dependence of log( τ T ), which can be fitted with an Arrhenius law, with activation energies E A reported in table 2. Our best fit to τ T gives us T 0 values in the vicinity of 200 K, and D values around 2, indicating a very fragile liquid. Our finding is in agreement with the known properties of water below the melting point and in the supercooled region. In fact, a fragile-to-strong (FS) crossover in water was proposed [2] on the basis of the determination of the fragility of water near the melting and glass transition temperatures: near T g water is a very strong liquid, whereas in the supercooled region it is the most fragile one. A strong experimental support for this hypothesis has already been given by a dielectric relaxation investigation of water confined in vermiculite clay [3] , although the actual transition was not observed. It is to be noted that the crossover temperature T L for different pore size samples, reported in figure 7 and table 2, does not change within error bars. Thus we propose that when the pore size of confinement is sufficiently small, 18Å, Table 2 . Fitted parameters of experimental data taken at ambient pressure. the FS crossover temperature is size independent, which means that FS crossover is a universal property of supercooled water when the length scale of confinement is of order of nanometre size.
On the other hand, we report in figure 8 the spectra collected in the region of the FS crossover for fully hydrated MCM-41-S-18. The sharpening of the peak from T = 230 to 225 K, being more noticeable than the one from 220 to 210 K, already suggests the existence of a crossover at 225 K. The normalized data were analysed using equation (12) . Also to be noted is that the broadening of the experimental data over the resolution function, shown in all four panels of figure 8, leaves enough dynamic information to be extracted by the RCM.
Before discussing the results from QENS experiments under pressure, figure 9 draws, as an example, two complete sets (temperature series) of QENS area-normalized spectra. The broadening of the quasi-elastic peaks becomes more and more noticeable as temperature increases. In figure 9 (A), we may notice, from the shoulders of these spectral lines, that two groups of curves, 231-251 K and 199-209 K, are separated by the curve at a temperature of 220 K. This visual information reinforces the result of the detailed analysis shown in figures 10 and 11, that there is an abrupt dynamical crossover at T L = 219 K, at 400 bar pressure. Figure 9 (C) shows the RCM analysis of the spectrum taken at T = 220 K, close to the crossover temperature. On the other hand, in figure 9(B) , the spectra at pressure 2000 bar show a rather We have already shown that at ambient pressure, for fully hydrated MCM-41-S of pore size 18Å, τ T exhibits an FS crossover with the same crossover temperature T L = 225 K within error bars. In figures 10 and 11, we exhibit the temperature variation of τ T for water molecules as a function of pressure. It is seen that the panels in figure 10 all clearly show an FS crossover from a VFT law to an Arrhenius law. This crossover is the signature of an FS dynamic transition predicted by Ito et al [2] , and now extends into finite pressures. The transition temperature, T L , as the crossing point of the VFT law and Arrhenius law, is calculated by 1/T L = 1/T 0 − (Dk B )/E A . All the parameters for the VFT and Arrhenius law fitting are reported in table 3. However, in figure 11 , the cusp-like transition becomes rounded off and there is no clear-cut way of defining the FS crossover temperature. Note that while we have done more measurements at high temperatures at 2000 bar pressure, shown in figure 11(B) , there is still a hint of fragile behaviour at high enough temperature.
As far as the parameters obtained from the fit are concerned, figure 12 reports the fitted plateau value of p for different pressures. Figure 13 reports the temperature dependence of the product βγ for a pressure of 800 bar. In the measured temperature range and similar to the one taken at ambient pressure [43] , βγ , the actual exponent of the Q-dependence of the ISF, does not reach 2, as in the free diffusion case, even at room temperature. The value of βγ in figure 13 starts from a plateau value 1.3 at 320 K, close to the value for ambient pressure. Then it decreases gradually until T ≈ 210 K and it reaches another plateau at about 0.7. This drop, not as precipitous as that at ambient pressure [40] , also signals a change of the dynamical behaviour of water at 210-220 K, signifying that water is structurally arrested. To determine the state of water before and after FS crossover, HRMECS measurements of INS were performed on 55 wt% water confined in MCM-41-S with 18Å pore size. Figure 14 shows the observed vibrational density of states (DOS) of confined water at different temperatures as compared with those of ice Ih. It should be noted that the G(E) of ice (solid line) is characterized by a much steeper leaning edge compared to those of supercooled water in the temperature range from 210 to 240 K. The broader G(E) of supercooled water confined in MCM-41-S with pore diameter of 18Å is seen to be more characteristic of a liquid state. From the behaviour of the low-energy cut-off of the librational band around 50 meV, it is obvious that the state of confined water (its hydrogen bond network) is different at temperatures above and below 225 K. The difference between the average spectra above and below 225 K is shown to have a clear peak at around 50 meV (dash-dot-dot line). It is obvious from the figure that the confined water does not transform into ice at all these temperatures.
In addition, more results from INS measurements using the HRMECS taken at pressure 800 bar and 1600 bar are reported in figure 15 . From the behaviour of the leaning edge of the librational band near 50 meV energy transfer at 800 bar pressure, it is obvious that the state of confined water is different at temperatures above and below 220 K, and forms two groups: 200-210 K and 230-240 K. This separation of leaning edge into two groups signals a nonuniform dynamical transition of water at around 220 K, near T L of this pressure. However, at a pressure above p C at 1600 bar, the dynamical transition is smooth (shown by figure 11 ), so there are no detectable groups formed in the experimental temperature range. 
Discussion: the liquid-liquid coexistence line and the associated Widom line
According to the liquid-liquid phase transition hypothesis [44] , to explain the anomalies of thermodynamic and transport properties of supercooled water, one postulates the existence of a first-order phase transition line between two phases of liquid water: a low-density liquid (LDL) and a high-density liquid (HDL). This line is called the liquid-liquid (L-L) coexistence line and it terminates at an L-L critical point. It is to be noted that if the state point is on the L-L coexistence line, one has a two-phase liquid consisting of a mixture of HDL and LDL, just as the gas and liquid phases are coexisting on the liquid-gas coexistence line (refer to the P-ρ diagram of superheated water, figure 2.2 of [45] ). The L-L coexistence line extends into the one-phase region after terminating at the critical point [46] . This extended line, not being real, is the so-called Widom line or the critical isochore. The Widom line is defined as a straight line in the pressure-temperature (P-T ) plane, starting from the critical point C * ( p C , T C ) and extending into the one-phase region, with the same slope as that of the L-L coexistence line at ( p C , T C ). Even though this line is an imaginary line, experiments on superheated water show that many thermodynamic quantities and transport coefficients, such as the isothermal compressibility, thermal-expansion coefficient, isobaric specific heat capacity, isochoric specific heat capacity, speed of sound, thermal conductivity, shear viscosity, and thermal diffusivity [45] , show a peak when crossing the Widom line at a constant pressure.
Summarizing all the experimental results of fully hydrated MCM-41-S-14 under pressure, we show in a P-T plane, in figure 16 [50] , the observed pressure dependence of T L and its estimated continuation, denoted by a dashed line, in the pressure region where no clear-cut FS crossover is observed. One should note that the T L line has a negative slope, parallel to the TMD line, indicating a lower density liquid on the lower temperature side. This T L line also approximately tracks the T H line, and terminates in the upper end when intersecting the T H line at 1600 bar and 200 K, at which point the character of the dynamic transition changes. We shall discuss the significance of this point later on. A special feature of the T L line at the lower end should be noted as well. The line essentially becomes vertical after around 200 bar and the transition temperature approaches a constant value of ∼225 K.
Since T L determined experimentally is a dynamic crossover temperature, it is natural to question whether the system is in a liquid state on both sides of the T L , and if so, what the nature of the high-temperature and low-temperature liquids would be. Sastry and Angell have recently shown by an MD simulation that at a temperature T ≈ 1060 K (at zero pressure), below the freezing point 1685 K, the supercooled liquid silicon undergoes a first-order liquidliquid phase transition, from a fragile, dense liquid to a strong, low-density liquid with nearly tetrahedral local coordination [51] . Prompted by this finding, we would like to relate, in some way, our observed T L line to the L-L transition line, predicted by MD simulations of water [52] and speculating on the possible location of the low-temperature critical point. According to INS experiments, water remains in a disordered liquid state both above and below the FS crossover at ambient pressure ( figure 14) . Furthermore, our analysis of the FS crossover for the case of ambient pressure indicates that the activation energy barrier for initiating the local structural relaxation is E A = 4.89 kcal mol −1 for the low-temperature strong liquid. Yet, previous INS experiments of the stretch vibrational band of water [53] indicate that the effective activation energy of breaking a hydrogen bond at 258 K (high-temperature fragile liquid) is 3.2 kcal mol −1 . Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the high-temperature liquid corresponds to the high-density liquid (HDL) where the locally tetrahedrally coordinated hydrogen bond network is not fully developed, while the low-temperature liquid corresponds to the low-density liquid (LDL) where the more open, locally ice-like hydrogen bond network is fully developed [54] . Figure 16 . The pressure dependence of the measured FS dynamic crossover temperature, T L , plotted in the P-T plane (solid circles). Also shown are the homogeneous nucleation temperature line, denoted as T H [47] , crystallization temperatures of amorphous solid water, denoted as T X [48] , and the temperature of maximum density line, denoted as TMD [49] , taken from known phase diagram of bulk water.
It is appropriate now to address the possible location of the second critical point [52] . Above the critical temperature T C and below the critical pressure p C , we expect to find a onephase liquid with a density ρ, which is constrained to satisfy an equation of state:
If an experiment is done by varying temperature T at a constant pressure p < p C , ρ will change from a high-density value (corresponding to the HDL) at sufficiently high temperature to a low-density value (corresponding to the LDL) at sufficiently low temperature. Since the fragile behaviour is associated with the HDL and the strong behaviour with the LDL, we should expect to see a clear FS crossover as we lower the temperature at this constant p. Therefore, the cusplike FS crossover we observed should then occur when we cross the so-called Widom line in the one-phase region [45] . On the other hand, if the experiment is performed in a pressure range p > p C , corresponding to the two-phase region and crossing the L-L coexistence line, the system will be consisting of a mixture of different proportions of HDL and LDL as one varies T . In this latter case, the τ T versus 1/T plot will not show a clear-cut FS crossover (the transition will be washed out) because the system is in a mixed state. The above picture would then explain the dynamical behaviour we showed in figures 10 and 11. In figures 10 and 11, a clear FS crossover is observed up to 1400 bar, and beyond 1600 bar the crossover is rounded off. From this observation, the reasonable location of the L-L critical point is estimated to be at p C = 1500 ± 100 bar and T C = 200 ± 10 K, shown by a big round point in figure 16 .
Additionally, in a recent MD simulation using TIP5P, ST2, and the Jagla Model Potential of Xu et al [55] , a small peak was found in the specific heat C P when crossing the Widom line at a constant p. Meanwhile, Maruyama et al conducted an experiment on the adiabatic calorimetry of water confined within nanopores of silica gel [56] . It was found that water within 30Å pores was well prevented from crystallization, and it also showed a small C P peak at 227 K at ambient pressure. This experimental result further supports that the FS crossover we observed at 225 K at ambient pressure is caused by the crossing of the Widom line in the one-phase region above the critical point [55] . Moreover, we find that the long-time dynamics of water below 200 bar becomes similar, as noted in figure 17 . This special property may lead to another scenario, that there is one more critical point lying in the negative pressure range, as was proposed by Brovchenko et al (Brovchenko et al studied supercooled water using Monte Carlo simulation with different potential models: TIP4P, TIP5P, and SPC/E. All these models show two liquid-liquid phase transitions in the supercooled region. This result suggests the possibility of water having two low-temperature critical points, one at positive pressure and the other at negative pressure) [57] . Also, the critical point in the negative pressure region was found in the case of the MD simulated liquid silicon quoted above [51] , and with symmetric position in contrast with the one we show in figure 16 referring to the ambient (P, T ) state point.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have given a detailed account of our QENS studies of the dynamics of supercooled water confined in nanoporous silica materials, MCM-41-S, with different pore sizes and under pressure. QENS data were analysed by using the RCM model previously developed by us. Four quantities were extracted from the analysis: they are p, τ 0 , β, and γ . In particular, we have discussed the temperature dependence of τ T = τ 0 β (1/β) at ambient pressure and noted that the rate of dynamic slowing down changes abruptly at a temperature around 225 K, signalling the onset of an avoided structural arrest transition of a high-density water into a low-density water. This FS dynamic crossover, then, has been determined for τ T at about 225 K.
Moreover, we studied the slow dynamics of supercooled confined water under various applied pressures using HFBS and DCS at NIST NCNR. We observed clear evidence of a cusplike FS dynamic crossover at pressures lower than 1600 bar. We have shown, in this paper, that the crossover temperature decreases steadily with an increasing pressure, until it intersects the homogenous nucleation temperature line of bulk water at a pressure of 1600 bar. Above this pressure, it is no longer possible to discern the characteristic feature of the FS crossover. This paper has elaborated the detailed analysis of experimental data, and in that process, it has elucidated the new finding that the FS crossover is the result of crossing the Widom line at a constant pressure. We then estimated the location of the end point of the Widom line which should be the much anticipated second critical point of water. It is our future task to search for the locus of the L-L coexistence line and establish experimentally the existence of the L-L phase transition phenomena in water.
